An existential crisis for humanity

• A global climate crisi
• Fuelled by a still powerful fossil fuel lobby
• Continued under-investment in renewables and over-subsidisation of fossil fuel
• No high-profile social leadership on climate in South Africa
• Continued inadequate national climate and energy polic
• Amoral financial sector begetting many ESG costs beyond climate
Part-solution: As a leading scientific institution and social mission-oriented
institution, UCT should lead by example, adopting the strongest possible ethical
climate emergency investment plan.
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David Le Page, Fossil Free UCT and Fossil Free SA. 10 May 2021. david@fossilfreesa.org.za

What climate science strongly suggests we should do
• There is no longer any safe amount of carbon dioxide that can be added to the
atmosphere

• Current emissions have already ‘locked in’ dangerous levels of global heating
• The longer we delay emissions cuts, the more expensive adaptation becomes.
• Climate breakdown is already worsening inequality, and hits the poor, black and
indigenous people, and women, the worst. (Pollution as colonialism.

•

‘Decarbonisation is not a threat to the economy, it’s an opportunity and an obligation
to future generations as per their constitutional rights (RSA 1996).’ (ACDI comment on
SA draft NDC, 30 April 2021.
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UCT should champion the science and human rights, not political compromises
with the science. UCT should divest as fast as possible from fossil fuels.

About me
• UCT student, 1987–1990 (BA, Eng. lit.
• Worked in advertising, for Mail &

Guardian, Treatment Action Campaign

• Human rights and environment
journalist since 2005.

• Fossil fuel divestment campaigner since
2013 (Fossil Free UCT / SA

• Practising Buddhist for 32 years

.
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• Father of three.

UCT should adopt the strongest possible climate
emergency investment plan
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1. Be willing to provoke discomfort and
outrage: publicly acknowledge the climate
emergency and commit to comprehensive
fast divestment
2. Be willing to over-ride conservative asset
managers and advisers to start the
divestment process
3. Work with other universities and
progressive investors to expand that process.
3. Demonstrate urgency and leadership.

UCT
leadership
should
have this
much
courage.

Students from GCI, Fossil Free UCT, the Climate
Justice Charter movement protesting at Bremner today
at 1pm in support of strongest divestment
recommendation from UPRI – please join us
(Covid-responsible protest)

.
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‘…an institutional abundance of caution amounts to a form of
recklessness’ – two possible roads for UCT on responsible investment:
The opportunity: transformative
science-based climate leadership and
truly socially responsible investment
that honours human rights,
biodiversity and acknowledges
fundamental geophysical constraints
on development.

The risk: doing nothing remarkable:
business as usual dressed up as
responsible investment as per SA asset
management industry standard-issue
greenwash and inadequate ESG
standards

* Quote describes the inaction of the US Centers for Disease Control during the early phase of the Covid-19 pandemic. Mark McConnell, The Guardian, 5 May 2021.

Problem 1: We’re breaking our stable
global climate much faster than
expected.

8

‘Anthropogenic climate change is the largest,
most pervasive threat to the natural
environment and human rights of our time.’
– UN Environment Programme

UN Environment Programme: ‘What do we need to do
to limit global warming and act on climate change?’
• To prevent warming beyond 1.5°C, we need to reduce
emissions by 7.6% every year from this year to 2030. (EGR,
2019

• 10 years ago, if countries had acted on this science,

)
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governments would have needed to reduce emissions by
3.3% each year. Every year we fail to act, the level of
dif culty and cost to reduce emissions goes up. (EGR, 2019)
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We’re living through geophysical changes
unparalleled in human history and pre-history.
7 April 2021: First ever measurement of
atmospheric CO2 exceeding 420ppm.
(Pre-industrial: 280ppm)

12

We’re living through geophysical changes
unparalleled in human history and pre-history.
Early 1970s: Humanity’s demand for ecological resources
and services in a given year began exceeding what Earth
can regenerate in that year.
(The environmental equivalent of spending down the
capital in your endowment)
13

Southern Africa is
warming at double
the global rate. So
we are headed for 6
degrees of warming
by 2100.

Analysis: 4 May 2021

Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
"We are now exceeding by an order of magnitude the rate of carbon release during one of the most remarkable
global warming events in Earth's history.” – Lee Kump, head of geosciences at Pennsylvania State University

• Most recent hothouse mass extinction event in
geological recor

• 55.8 million years ago: Sharp increases in CO2
emissions over 4,000 years, either from
volcanoes or methane release

• Mass extinction in the oceans, wiping out half

of all shell sh, reversed ocean circulation,
peatlands and forests went up in mass
con agrations, insect plagues swept the globe

• Extreme surface temperatures forced a mass
poleward migration and mammals were
reduced to dwar s

• Caused by 1/10 emissions we are currently
releasing into the atmosphere.
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‘Drowned cities; stagnant seas;
intolerable heatwaves; entire
nations uninhabitable… and more
than 11 billion humans. A fourdegree-warmer world is the stuff
of nightmares and yet that’s where
we’re heading in just decades.’
– Gaia Vince, The Guardian, May
2019
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‘Overshooting 2C
risks rapid and
unstoppable sea
level rise from
Antarctica’
From 2060
– 34 cm of sea level increase by 210
–10 metres by 2300

0


…


– Carbon Brief analysis based on DeConto, R.M., Pollard, D., Alley, R.B. et al. The
Paris Climate Agreement and future sea-level rise from Antarctica. Nature 593,
83–89 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03427-0

‘The Arctic is unravelling. And it’s
happening faster than anyone
could have imagined just a few
decades ago.’

– Gloria Dickie, The Guardian, 13 October 2020
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August 2019: ‘Climate
skeptics and deniers have
often accused scientists of
exaggerating the threat of
climate change, but the
evidence shows that not
only have they not
exaggerated, they have
underestimated.’

Source: https://blogs.scienti camerican.com/observations/scientists-have-been-underestimating-the-pace-of-climate-change/
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Climate sensitivity… July 2020: A major new international assessment of the
Earth’s climate sensitivity, now published in the journal Reviews of Geophysics:
“There is much greater certainty that, if left unchecked, global warming
would be high enough to bring very severe impacts and risks worldwide.”
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Economists have systematically
under-estimated the likely costs
of climate breakdown

• Because climate science has underestimated the pace of climate
breakdow

• Under-estimating extent of systemic
change, breakdown of ‘stationarity

• Excluding unquanti able
parameters from model

• Dif culty modelling cascading
effects of climate breakdown

’
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‘The risk we face is nothing less than the
downfall of the civilised world, perhaps in the
lifetime of today’s schoolchildren.’
– Katharine Viner, editor of The Guardian, 5 October 2020

28

Problem 2: Governments are not
acting anywhere fast enough to stop
global heating and climate instability.

29

‘Despite Sweden, Norway and the UK
leading the way, no country or region is
performing well enough in all categories to
achieve one of the top three spots in the
index and keep the rise in global
temperature below 2 degrees Celsius. This
was also a target set by the Paris Agreement
ve years ago, which aims to strengthen the
global response to climate change.
– ‘Which countries are performing best and worst on climate
change?’, Catherine Newman, CGTN, 9 December 2020
Climate Change Performance Index: https://ccpi.org/ranking/
https://newseu.cgtn.com/news/2020-12-09/Which-countries-are-performing-best-and-worst-on-climate-change--W3YipJZm2A/index.html
30
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No-one is yet on track to fulfil the
Paris climate agreement targets

‘Delaying active emissions reductions will increase the burden of
emissions for future generations and compromise their quality of life. If
the NDC Update does not plan for the highest level ambition in
emission reductions and resilience, the government may violate
constitutional rights “to have the environment protected, for the benefit
of present and future generations…” (p. 25, RSA 1996).’
– ACDI response to SA’s latest draft ‘Nationally Determined Contribution’ to carbon emissions reduction.

31

‘Two independent international assessments – by Climate
Action Tracker and the Climate Equity Reference Project –
confirm that our draft NDC’s mitigation targets [of April 2021]
are significantly too weak to help limit warming to 1.5°C.’
– Robyn Hugo (Just Share), 10 May 2021, ‘South Africa’s carbon emission targets not nearly ambitious enough’ in GroundUp.

32

‘The same class, race and gender impact of climate catastrophe is evident when areas of our country suffer
droughts. Consider the difficulties faced, as well, by women when it comes to energy access. Women’s roles in
household reproduction are more arduous when there is no electricity for cooking, cleaning with hot water,
heating, childcare and lighting. For increasing shares of poor and working families, these often currently
require dirty energy – coal, paraffin, wood – with resulting exposure to particulate matter and the rising threat
of airborne diseases during the Covid-19 and TB pandemics. Women, children and the elderly bear much
more of the burden.‘

– SAFTU

33

Why the failure to act properly?
• Institutional inertia and path dependenc
• Vested interests and corruptio
• Public lack of awareness and confusion,

• Phase One: It’s not
happening

• Phase Two: It’s happening,

largely because of massive disinformation
campaigns from the fossil fuel secto

but we’re not to blame

• Phase Three: It’s

• Amoral nancial secto
• Dominator mindset: ‘‘the domination system

happening, it’s terrible,
we’re to blame – and we’re
not doing anywhere near
enough to stop it.

that ranks man over man, man over woman,
race over race, and man over nature’ (Eisler
and Fry, via Michael Higgins

• The ‘net zero’ delusion: Confusion created

by integrated assessment models that use
ctional carbon sink technologies to extend
window for carbon emissions
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The evolution of
climate change denial:

‘Instead of confront our doubts, we scientists decided to construct ever more
elaborate fantasy worlds in which we would be safe. The price to pay for
our cowardice: having to keep our mouths shut about the ever growing
absurdity of the required planetary-scale carbon dioxide removal.’
– James Dyke Senior Lecturer in Global Systems, University of Exeter; Robert Watson Emeritus Professor
in Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia; Wolfgang Knorr Senior Research Scientist,
Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University
‘Climate scientists: concept of net zero is a dangerous trap’, The Conversation, 22 April
2021, https://theconversation.com/climate-scientists-concept-of-net-zero-is-adangerous-trap-157368

35

Problem 3: Despite obvious climate
breakdown, fossil fuel companies are still
fighting to maintain business as usual

36

7 October 2020
Source: https://www.ft.com/content/16091645-98b3-4041-9ca2-053fb60181ba
37
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Exxon Mobil and other oil
companies have understood
the risks of climate
breakdown since the 1960s –
and spent fortunes covering
it up, often using PR tactics
and personnel borrowed
from Big Tobacco.

39
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Misinformation
from fossil fuel
companies
continues to be
pervasive
– 8 October 2020

.
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Climate change
disinformation
has been
incredibly
successful… in
2019, only 17% of
Americans
correctly
understood that
almost all climate
scientists think
global warming is
happening.
44

Shell South Africa has
misinformation about natural gas
on its website today.

• ‘Why is natural gas good’? Natural
gas is the cleanest-burning
hydrocarbon, producing around
half the carbon dioxide (CO2)’

• In fact, fugitive methane emissions

in the production chain higher than
3.6% completely offset gas’s climate
forcing advantage over coal, and
building new gas infrastructure will
‘lock in’ emissions that will break
the Paris agreement.
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Problem 4: There is no high-profile
social leadership on climate in South
Africa

47

“Unless we act now, the impact of climate
change on humanity will be
catastrophic… As the Paris Agreement
comes fully into force this year, we are
committed to meeting our international
responsibilities to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.
“Far from being an ‘added liability’
focused solely on issues of compliance,
climate change adaptation is an
opportunity to quicken the pace
towards a sustainable economy that is
just and inclusive.”
– President Cyril Ramaphosa, August 2020

48

"Last night I received a call from
Minister Gwede Mantashe, when he
told me that the oil giant Total would
be making a big announcement today
about a new world-class oil and gas
discovery off the coast of South
Africa," said Ramaphosa to applause.
"Now - whether you like it or not - we
are extremely encouraged by the
report this morning about the
Brulpadda block in the Outeniqua
Basin, which some have described as
a 'catalytic find'."
– President Cyril Ramaphosa, February 2019
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We
continue to
reward big
polluters
with
subsidies
and
exemptions
50

SA and China
planning a ‘special
economic zone’ in
Limpopo that
would include
construction of a
new 3GW coal
power plant to
power Chinese
industry.

51

•New renewables will be
cheaper than existing coal in
South Africa from 2027
•‘Coal is kept alive by path
dependence, political in uence,
and distorted markets. Killing it
off for good is the capitalist
thing to do.
•To kill coal, politicians need to
see society turning against coal.
– Carbon Tracker, March 2020:
‘Comprehensive report on financial health
of global coal’
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‘ I ask UCT to examine urgently
the extent of your investments
in fossil fuel companies and to
make a strong commitment to
phasing them out as soon as
possible.’
– Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 18 July 2014

53

Problem 5: Stranded assets and
carbon bubbles

54

June 2018: ’Bursting of carbon bubble could wipe between
one and four trillion US dollars off the global economy.’
• “Our analysis suggests that, contrary to investor
expectations, the stranding of fossil fuel assets
may happen even without new climate policies.
This suggests a carbon bubble is forming and is
likely to burst,” said Jorge Viñuales, of the
University of Cambridge, and one of the authors

• “Individual nations cannot avoid the situation by
ignoring the Paris Agreement or burying their
heads in coal and tar sands. For too long, global
climate policy has been seen as a prisoner’s
dilemma game, where some nations can do
nothing and get a free ride on the efforts of other

• “Divestment from fossil fuels is both a prudent
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and necessary thing to do.”
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‘[Bank of England
governor Mark] Carney is
the latest high pro le
gure to lend his weight to
the “carbon bubble” theory,
which warns that fossil fuel
assets, such as coal, oil and
gas, could be signi cantly
devalued if a global deal to
tackle climate change is
reached.’
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Carbon bubble risk: Sudden rapid devaluation of
remaining fossil fuel assets

Scope of the global divestment
movement

58

"South Africa was the first
contemporary concern that focused
the attention of first-generation SRIs
[socially responsible investors].
The fossil fuel divestment movement
was inspired by the anti-apartheid
disinvestment movement, and has
grown to become the biggest
divestment movement in history

On his rst visit to the US after being released from prison,
Nelson Mandela
thanked supporters of the anti-apartheid divestment movement.
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Divestment is not radical. Ethical investment is
an ancient tradition, with deep Jewish,
Christian and Islamic roots.

60
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Divestment may seem radical in South Africa; but in
many places, it’s now mainstream.
• 1245 institutions globally, particularly foundations and
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faith-based communitie
• Numerous cities including New York, London, Paris,
Melbourn
• Australian Academy of Science, British Medical
Association, World Council of Churches, Cornell
University, Oxford University, SOA
• Over half of all UK universities and around 200
universities globall
• University of California is fully diveste
• Ireland’s national Strategic Investment Fun
• BNP Paribas and BlackRock have divested from coa
• Dozens of pension funds in Australia and the U
• And most recently, the University of Cambridge and
eThekwini/Durban

‘My sense is that the Harvard
Management Company is at the
point of breaching its true
duciary responsibility.’
– Christian Figueres, former executive secretary
of the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change, 23 April 2021
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Notable non-commitment: Harvard

Why UCT has a responsibility to
divest

64

It’s the right
thing to do

65

Filling the social
leadership vacuum:
‘ I ask UCT to examine urgently
the extent of your investments
in fossil fuel companies and to
make a strong commitment to
phasing them out as soon as
possible.’
– Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 18 July 2014
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UCT has a duty of care
for students
Students
presenting the
first petition for
UCT to divest to
former Vice
Chancellor Dr
Max Price in
2017

67

As a South African university, UCT has a social duty to confront
the causes of inequality, and climate change is fuelling inequality
Richest 10%
of the world’s
people (and
that includes
most middleclass South
Africans) are
responsible
for more than
half the
world’s
emissions.
68

‘Investing in fossil fuels is
inherently racist.’

fi

– Raeesah Noor-Mohamed, UCT rst-year BA student
and Climate Justice Charter movement activist

Climate justice and
decolonisation:
Carbon pollution is modern
colonialism
Climate change and the Sahel
– 90m population expected to be one
billion by 2050
– ‘no region in the world has been
affected as much [by climate change]
– ‘temperature increases projected to be
1.5 times higher than in the rest of the
world
– 4.9 million people displaced in 2018,
with 24 million people needing
humanitarian assistance
Source: UN: https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/december-2018-march-2019/global-warming-severe-consequences-africa
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‘Climate action and economic liberation for the majority of our
population are not at odds with each other. Divestment is an
opportunity for UCT to lead an Africa-centred agenda of
justice and decolonisation.’

e


– Dr Shari Daya, Senior Lecturer, Environmental and Geographical Scienc

Responsibility
for clear public
communications
of science
For UCT, as a centre of
excellence in climate
research, to continue
investing in fossil fuels,
sends a very confusing
tacit message to
politicians and public.
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Receiving money from fossil fuel
companies, directly or indirectly, puts
researchers in conflict-of-interests situations.
– Professor Matthew Chersich of the Wits University School of Public Health is
declaring Con ict of Interests in his papers, because of Wits’ fossil fuel investments
‘It is in the nancial interests of M. Chersich and Wits for the fossil fuel industry to
expand and increase its pro ts
‘It is thus in our nancial interest to understate the links between fossil fuels and
climate change and to downplay the impacts of climate change.’
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Investments in fossil fuels are
incompatible with UCT’s
declared mission

Visio
‘UCT is an inclusive and engaged research-intensive
African university that inspires creativity through
outstanding achievements in learning, discovery and
citizenship; enhancing the lives of its students and staff;
advancing a more equitable and sustainable social order
and influencing the global higher education landscape
Missio
UCT is committed to engaging with the key issues of our
natural and social worlds
‘underpinned by values of engaged citizenship and
social justice.’
Our scholarship and research have a positive impact on
our society and our environment
‘We will actively advance the pace of transformation
within our university and beyond, nurturing an
inclusive institutional culture which embraces diversity.’
.
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Divestment is an opportunity
to build the university’s
reputation and social standing
Professor Mariana Mazzucato, head of MissionOriented Research & Innovation in the
European Union:

• Missions must be bold and inspire
citizens;

• be ambitious and risky; have a clear
target and deadline

• be cross-disciplinary and cross-sectoria
• allow for experimentation and multiple
attempts at a solution

l
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Pitfalls for responsible
investment policies

76

Possible pitfalls for responsible investment policies
• Signing up to the latest voluntary SRI code (UN PRI,

CRISA, GRI, King IV) that is neither speci c nor binding

• Shareholder engagement: Can be very powerful in

certain contexts – but the evidence shows it does not
change fossil fuel companies

• ESG screening: Helpful but insuf cient.
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Responsible investment practice from SA asset
managers all too often is little more than greenwash.
’But our study, which
tracks implementation [of
responsible investment in
SA] from 2013 to 2019,
found that the changes to
investment practices were
mostly superficial.
‘the framing of responsible
investment seems to have
inadvertently conveyed a
false impression of
progress.’
– UCT Graduate School of Business
researchers,16 January 2020
Source: https://theconversation.com/the-devil-is-in-the-detail-when-it-comes-to-responsible-investing-126539
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“The science tells us we need to stabilize
the climate crisis in 35 years, and to do
that we need to be improving the
situation by about 2% every
year,” Jabusch said. “Most companies are
just not contributing on that level yet,
regardless of what their ESG score says.
– Emily Chasan, ‘ESG Scores Aren't
Enough to Achieve a Net-Zero Future’,
Bloomberg, 2 September 2020

79
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The limits of ESG: ‘ESG Scores Aren't Enough
to Achieve a Net-Zero Future’

‘Divestment is not an effective strategy, as it would stop us
pushing for change as active shareholders.’ – Allan Gray
• The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change was signed in 1992. Carbon
Tracker identi ed stranded asset risk in 2011. Allan Gray started engagement on
climate change in… ~2018

• There are no examples of companies changing their core business models in
response to shareholder pressure

• The fossil fuel industry is particularly resistant to shareholder pressure
• Meaningful engagement requires substantial resources: time, money, research.
Few asset owners have the required resources

• If you really want to engage while watching your assets burn, partially divest

.
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AND engage, setting targets for reinvestment.

Shareholder engagement has its place – but does not
change companies’ core business models
“Shareholder activism has proved
to be an effective tactic when
focused on changing an ancillary
piece of a company’s business —
reforming sweatshop conditions
in Nike’s supply chain, for
example. But it is the wrong tool
to deploy on an industry that
must fundamentally change.
– Tom Sanzillo, former rst
deputy comptroller of New York
State
”
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Shareholder engagement has its place – but does not
change companies’ core business models
“One hundred and sixty climate change
shareholder resolutions were led at 24 U.S. oil &
gas companies between 2012 and 2018 (see
Figures 1 & 2). These resolutions resulted in a
range of successes—from appointing climatecompetent board members to reducing some
operational greenhouse gas emissions. Despite
this movement, none of these U.S. oil & gas
companies have adopted plans, or targets, to limit
their full lifecycle contribution of greenhouse gas
emissions. Instead, the vast majority of these
companies are continuing business as usual
investments to maintain or expand production.”
– 2020: A clear vision for Paris-compliant
shareholder engagement, AS YOU SO
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Shareholder engagement has its place – but does not
change companies’ core business models
‘You cannot have the same
conversation for 15 years with no
results’, says Legal & General
Investment Management (a $1.3
trillion fund manager) and one of
Exxon’s top 20 shareholders

•They tried engaging with Exxon.
•They then backed shareholder
resolutions.

•Now they're divesting.
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Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-07/big-money-starts-to-dump-stocks-that-pose-climate-risks

World’s largest
asset manager is
’exiting
investments that
present a high
sustainabilityrelated risk, such as
thermal coal
producers’

August 2019:
‘[Sasol] has
never met its
own emissions
targets, and
shareholders
don’t seem to
have noticed.’
85

If you really have the resources to engage, choose engagement with teeth

• Combined with partial divestment
to signal seriousnes

• Based on clear and unequivocal

targets for progress, ie, target
companies must reduce emissions
by 7.6% a year

• Clearly allocated human resources
for managing engagement
strategy.
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Case study: Sasol
• 2019 annual revenues:
R200 billio
• Earnings: R6 billio
• Climate damage due to
CO2 in 2019: R60 billion
• This excludes damages
and deaths from other
pollutants

How to calculate climate damage

• The ‘social cost of carbon’ is ‘the dollar value
of the total damages from emitting one ton
of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

• (‘the most important number you’ve never
heard of’

• We have calculated Sasol’s climate damage
at $60 / tonne CO2 (less than Exxon Mobil’s
internal carbon price of $80 / ton)

• Some US govt estimates for the social cost of
carbon run as high as $126 / tonne for 2021.

Sources: Sasol 2019 annual report: https://www.annualreports.com/HostedData/AnnualReports/PDF/NYSE_SSL_2019.pdf
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Carbon Brief explainer on SCC: https://www.carbonbrief.org/qa-social-cost-carbon

Will we lose money if we
divest?
You’ve probably lost money already because you haven’t.

‘Investing in sustainability has usually met, and often
exceeded, the performance of comparable traditional
investments. This is on both an absolute and a risk-adjusted
basis, across asset classes and over time.
– Morgan Stanley, 2015. ‘Sustainable Reality: Understanding the
Performance of Sustainable Investment Strategies’, Morgan
Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing.
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This study assessed over 10,000 funds and managed accounts.

Will we lose money if we divest? Evidence suggests not.

Will we lose money if we divest? Evidence suggests not.

ET Index Research: Performance of divested SWIX with 76% carbon emissions intensity reduction

Will we lose money if we divest? Evidence suggests not.
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And that’s before we consider carbon bubble risk

Impacts of early and late carbon bubbles on hypothetical portfolio.

Croatan Institute, Divest Invest Philanthropy: Five Years
After Launch: feedback from 200 philanthropies
• Today, 97% of the respondents pledging in 2014 now hold 1% or less of their portfolio in fossil
fuels, all while maintaining or improving their expected risk-return pro les

• Of the newer signatories, 89% have already divested from the CU 200, putting them ahead of
schedule on meeting the 5-year Divest Invest pledge

• Approximately half of respondents have 10% or more of their portfolios invested in climate
solutions, well above the 5% threshold of the Divest Invest pledge

• 46% of foundations responding have now divested from fossil fuels across 8 or more asset
classes, beyond the original pledge requirement to divest from fossil fuel in only stocks and
bonds

• The vast majority of respondents, 94%, said that their

nancial performance since taking the

.
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pledge has been positively or neutrally affected.

‘FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ARE NOW ABANDONING THE THERMAL
COAL INDUSTRY at a signi cant and increasing rate. Since 2018, a nancial
institution has announced a restriction on coal nancing every two weeks on
average. In the rst half of 2019, that rate increased to one per week and well
over 100 nancial institutions around the world, including South African
banks, have formal coal exclusion policies now in place.
– ‘South African Coal Exports Outlook Approaching Long-Term Decline’, Simon Nicholas, Energy
Finance Analyst &Tim Buckley, Director of Energy Finance Studies, September 2019.
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https://ieefa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/South_Africa_Coal_Exports_Outlook_Sept-2019.pdf

Continued fossil fuel dependence keeps SA investments on a low-growth path

Source: ’Clean Energy Investing Global Comparison of Investment Returns’. A Joint Report by the
International Energy Agency and the Centre for Climate Finance & Investment at Imperial College.
March 2021. https://imperialcollegelondon.app.box.com/s/73em3ob3h1pu0a0ek3bay2ydiss8x0rr
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“It seems investors do not have to choose
between ‘returns’ and ‘people and planet’.
They can have both.”
– Portfoliometrix investment managers, Cape Town
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How divestment works: principally, as a
social lever, only later as a financial lever
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How divestment sceptics imagine
divestment is supposed to work –
as a nancial lever

How divestment actually works –
as a social lever

Institution divests

Individuals, institutions and society forced to
understand climate culpability

Fossil fuel company continues to access
capital and continues operations.

Divestment part of institutional transformation
and determination to take responsbility for
climate

‘Divestment failed’

Fossil fuel companies lose social license to
operate. Students no longer want to work for
them. Divestment movements spawn other social
movements.

Although, Shell 2017: ‘[Divestment] could Politicians see fossil fuel companies losing public
have a material adverse effect on the price support and gain courage to implement tougher
of our securities and our ability to access
regulations, and redirect subsidies to cleaner
equity capital markets.’
energy.
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‘At no point during the South African divestment or in the fossil fuel
movement does anyone care about the stock price of these companies. If
you look at it through finance, you see no effect and therefore you
conclude that there’s been no impact. But if you look at it through the
discipline of history, you see that it’s incontrovertible that step by step
by step it was the South African divestment movement that changed the
public discourse, that transformed the decisions of corporations to get
out of South Africa and our government, led by a Republican Senate, to
pass a comprehensive sanctions bill. Well, one of the things that’s
fascinating about it is that climate change has been one of those
problems where we’ve been hoping that someone else would do
something about it. But divestment has the impact of saying, what are
your direct responsibilities? If you own stock in Exxon, if you’re
receiving dividends from Exxon whose business model is to destroy the
planet, do you feel comfortable with that? Do you endorse what they’re
doing? Normally, when you own a stock, you’re endorsing their
business plan. And so instead of pushing this off to someone else,
[divestment] transforms people and institutions exactly as a democracy
should.’
– Robert Massie, senior advisor from Boston Common Asset Management, 2015
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‘The outcome of the stigmatisation process poses the
most far-reaching threat to fossil fuel companies.
Any direct impacts pale in comparison.’
– Atif Ansar, Ben Caldecott and James Tilbury, ‘Stranded assets and the fossil fuel divestment campaign:
what does divestment mean for the valuation of fossil fuel assets?’. University of Oxford, 11 March 2015.
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The divestment movement has been a key
driver of the [US] coal sector’s 60% de-rating
over the past five years.
– Goldman Sachs, ‘Re-imagining Big Oils’, 2018
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‘[Divestment] could have a material adverse
effect on the price of our securities and our
ability to access equity capital markets.’
– Shell, annual report 2017
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2017 study: ‘Fossil fuel companies experienced statistically
signi cant negative abnormal returns on the day of a divestment
announcement, and in the days following the announcement.’
Source: https://theconversation.com/how-divesting-of-fossil-fuels-could-help-save-the-planet-88147
fi
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Will divestment create unemployment?

Divestment will not put fossil fuel companies
out of business overnight, but will send a strong
signal for transformation

•

Fossil fuel companies’ resistance to changing
business models is a far greater threat to jobs
than divestment

•

Multiple assessments suggest a just transition to
a sustainable economy could create more jobs
than the fossil fuel industry currently offers.

.


•

.


Climate breakdown and other ill effects of fossil
fuel use are already destroying numerous jobs
and livelihoods.

 


•

The Fossil Free UCT campaign
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Background on the Fossil Free UCT campaign
• Our letter to UCT nance director in 2013, asking for divestment, led to Council creating
ethical investment task team

• Campaign on campus from 2014, with endorsement by Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu.
• We participated in the ethical investment task team that recommended creating the UPRI.
• Three votes of Convocation in support of divestment
• Ongoing partnership with the Green Campus Initiative and other student groups
• Thousands of students and dozens of UCT academics have signed letters and petitions in
support of divestment

Full chronology at https://fossilfreesa.org.za/campaign-timeline-universities-2/

 


 


.
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2017. ‘Divestment
think tank’, organised
by students with Dr
Price
110
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https://campaigns.gofossilfree.org/petitions/uct-to-divest-from-fossil-fuels-and-invest-in-sustainable-energy
112

https://www.change.org/p/university-of-cape-town-urge-uct-to-take-decisive-action-on-climate-change-before-it-s-too-late
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Divesting from fossil fuels is now the single most impactful step that our institution can take to
combat the impending climate crisis South Africa faces. Divestment may not be right for all
institutions. But it is right for UCT. It will send a powerful message on climate to other universities,
asset managers, social leaders, business and the public at large.
UCT has profound responsibilities to South African youth, to the scientific community, and to our
fellow Africans. Your leadership will prove UCT commitment to ensuring a sustainable future, and
show others, not least our government, how important this issue is.

September 2020: Letter to new UCT council from
concerned academics and students, urging
divestment

Sincerely,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Shari Daya, Environmental and Geographical Science
Michael Meadows, Environmental and Geographical Science
Robert Morrell, Next Generation Professoriate, Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Ruchi Chaturvedi, Sociology
Stephan Jamieson, Computer Science
Ffion Atkins, Postdoctoral researcher, Environmental and Geographical Science
Natasha Else, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Sa d a Shaikh, Religious Studies
Jane Battersby, African Centre for Cities
Lesley Green, Environmental Humanities South
Isabella Trapani, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Gina Ziervogel, Environmental and Geographical Science
Rachel Wynberg, Environmental and Geographical Science
Sophie Oldfield, African Centre for Cities
Lorena Pasquini, Environmental and Geographical Science
Dena Jansen, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Harald Winkler, Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment
Sandra Young, English Language and Literature
Anna Selmeczi, African Centre for Cities
Tania Katzschner, Architecture, Planning and Geomatics
Amanda Barratt, Institutional Planning Department
Susan Levine, Anthropology, School of African & Gender Studies, Anthropology and
Linguistics
Matthew Robbins, student, Anthropology, School of African & Gender Studies,
Anthropology and Linguistics
Vaughn Sadie, African Centre for Cities
Huw Irlam, student, Biological Sciences
Hedley Twidle, English Language and Literature
Carren Duffy, School of Management Studies
Ashlee van Wyk, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Page 2 of 3
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Joseph Dennis Nii Noi Quarcoo, Student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Mabeth Crafford, UCT alumnus
Zarina Patel, Environmental and Geographical Science
Amalia de Abreu, student, Biological Sciences
Kathy Brown, UCT alumnus
Harro von Blotnitz, Chemical Engineering
Bianca Rooseboom, student, Health Sciences
Kate Kloppers, Environmental and Geographical Science
Njabulo Hlongwane, student, Civil Engineering
Pippin Anderson, Environmental and Geographical Science
Anton Vardi, UCT alumnus
Laura Figenschou, UCT alumnus
Fatima Mohamed, Environmental and Geographical Science
Megan Lukas-Sithole, African Climate and Development
Lisa van Ardenne, Environmental and Geographical Science
Rebecca Surtees, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Alexandra Cloete, student, Humanities
Ruth Brain, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Bruce Hewitson, Climate Systems Analysis Group, Environmental and Geographical Science
Christina Culwick, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Nomusa Makhubu, Fine Art
Michael Boulle, student, African Climate and Development Initiative
Khadra Ghedi Alasow, Environmental and Geographical Science
David Gammon, Chemistry
Akshata Mehta, student, African Climate and Development Initiative
Snoxolo Tshaka, student, Environmental and Geographical Science
Nazley Liddle, student, Biological Sciences
Zak Essa, student, Economics
Imaan Ghoor, student, Commerce
Ella Mccarthy-Page, student, Biological Sciences
Yolisa Ncobo, student, Mathematical Sciences and Statistical Sciences
Fiona C. Ross, Anthropology
Merle Sowman, Environmental and Geographical Science
Molly Anderson, student, Anthropology
Jen Whittingham, student, Environmental and Geographical Science

In conclusion… please lead.
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Reasons people
oppose divestment
• “We’ll lose out nancially.
• “Divestment will cause job losses.
• The Allan Gray argument: “We can be more
in uential as engaged shareholders.”

• “Fossil fuel companies need capital to
transform.

• “Sure we can divest, but slowly over decades
as per the Paris climate agreement / SA
national climate policy.

• It’s always scary/uncomfortable challenging

 


”


”


”
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the status quo.
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UCT has the opportunity and capacity
for transformational leadership on
climate change
– Divestment by UCT could be tipping point to push SA nancial sector towards
genuine socially responsible investmen
– …especially if done in collaboration with other universities and philanthropie
– And could send powerful signal to SA society at large.

s
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UCT should adopt the strongest possible climate
emergency investment plan

 


.


.


1. Be willing to provoke discomfort and
outrage: publicly acknowledge the climate
emergency and commit to comprehensive
fast divestment
2. Be willing to over-ride conservative asset
managers and advisers to start the
divestment process
3. Work with other universities and
progressive investors to expand that process.
3. Demonstrate urgency and leadership.

What climate science strongly suggests we should do
• There is no longer any safe amount of carbon dioxide that can be added to the
atmosphere

• Current emissions have already ‘locked in’ dangerous levels of global heating
• The longer we delay emissions cuts, the more expensive adaptation becomes.
• Climate breakdown is already worsening inequality, and hits the poor, black and
indigenous people, and women, the worst. (Pollution as colonialism.

•

‘Decarbonisation is not a threat to the economy, it’s an opportunity and an obligation
to future generations as per their constitutional rights (RSA 1996).’ (ACDI comment on
SA draft NDC, 30 April 2021.

 


.


)
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UCT should champion the science and human rights, not political compromises
with the science. UCT should divest as fast as possible from fossil fuels.

